Kodak Moments M1 Order Station

Specifications

Operating System
- Intel i3/2.2 Ghz Processor
- 4 GB RAM
- 256 GB solid state drive

Display
- Pcap Touchscreen, 33.8 cm (13.3 in.) diagonal; HD (1920 x 1080) IPS

Dimensions / Weight
- Kodak Moments M1 Order Station: 16.87" w x 10.62" d x 14.12" h, 32.6 lbs
- 305 Printer Countertop Enclosure: 14" w x 24" d x 11" h, 19.8 lbs
- 305 Print Station Cabinet: 15" w x 24" d x 35.75" h, Stability Plate: 22.4" w, 39.6 lbs
- 305 Printer Booster with Print Catcher: 11.1" w x 23" d x 4.9" h, 7.3 lbs
- Kodak Photo Printer 305: 10.8" w x 17.6" d x 6.7" h, 25.6 lbs

Electrical Operating Info
- Voltage: auto-selecting
- Voltage/power consumption: 120-127 VAC/1.0 A per station
- Hu/Cycles: 50/60 Hz

Environmental Requirements
- Temperature: 15-30°C (59-86°F)
- Relative humidity: 15-85%

Order Station Features

Input Options
- Auto media detection of: Secure Digital Card (SD), MicroSD Card, Compact Flash (CF), 3D M-Duo, USB memory devices
- File formats: JPEG, TIFF, BMP, PNG, and PDF
- Wi-Fi connectivity to Kodak Moments App
- AirPrint Connectivity
- Enabled with Kodak Moments Kiosk Software V9.0
- Bluetooth connectivity

Compatible Hardware

Printers
- Kodak Photo Printer 6850
- Kodak 8810 Photo Printer
- Kodak Photo Printer 305
- Kodak Photo Printer 6900

Printers
- Kodak DL2200 Duplex Photo Printer

Scanners
- Kodak Rapid Print Scanner II

Network
- Gigabit ethernet RJ45 connection

Ordering Information
- 104-7760: Kodak Moments M1 Order Station
- 104-7802: 305 Printer Countertop Enclosure
- 104-7810: 305 Print Station Cabinet
- 103-7829: 305 Printer Booster with Print Catcher
- 104-7786: Bluetooth Adapter Kit M1 Order Station

For more information contact your local Kodak Moments representative or visit kodakalaris.com.

SCALABILITY AND PERFORMANCE

Introducing the M1 Order Station.

Harness the power of Kodak Moments.

In a rapidly transforming market, with smartphones changing the face of the photo printing industry, agility is the key to staying ahead of the curve. Compact, scalable and affordable, the new M1 Order Station features world-class Kodak Moments Kiosk Software that is designed to help you expand your services and increase your revenue.
A compact printing solution for every space.

Join the mobile revolution with an affordable system that can maximize profits.

Do you always aim to put your customer first? Now you can offer a world-class printing technology that deepens your customer relationships and translates to long-term success. The Kodak Moments M1 Order Station delivers a high-quality printing solution without a big investment in capital or floor space. Powered by the intuitive Kodak Moments Kiosk Software, customers can quickly transfer photos from their smartphones and create beautiful photo products in minutes. It’s a great way to add a revenue stream that both drives traffic and builds loyalty with customers who love new technology that’s convenient and cool.

Accommodate a wide variety of customer requests. Pair the M1 Order Station with the Kodak 305 Photo Printer to create beautiful prints, cards, and collages your customers will love.

Add value to your business with a low-stress income stream. All you need is power and a few square feet. Choose from a countertop unit for desks or opt for the free-standing unit perfect for lobbies or reception areas.

It’s never been easier to create memories that last.

Your customers can create a variety of high-quality prints, photo cards and collages in minutes.

Photo transfer is simple.

The M1 Order Station offers a variety of options to transfer photos from:

- Smartphones with a tether cord, Bluetooth or via Wi-Fi with the Kodak Moments App.
- USB drives and camera cards.

Discerning businesses choose Kodak Moments.

We inspire consumers to deeply value their everyday memories, celebrate them, treasure them, and share them with the people they love. When they think of high-quality prints, they think of Kodak Moments prints.

500,000 people use Kodak Moments Kiosks every day

Kodak Moments produces billions of instant prints a year

Now more than ever, consumers value and expect convenience and a seamless, personalized experience. Our printed products are thoughtfully designed to enhance your customers’ favorite photos and transform their memories into lasting keepsakes.

Delight your customers with an unparalleled experience and beautiful photo products that align your business with the tradition of quality, innovation and trustworthiness the Kodak Moments brand is known for.